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QuadrantTM Pedestals
pedestal
All pedestals include
locks.
Pedestals are available 15
inches wide and 20, 24,
and 28 inches deep.
A counterweight is included
in all freestanding and
mobile pedestals.

Drawers are available in
eight configurations of box,
file, and personal drawers.

For easy access to all
materials, file drawers
and B- and Q-pull box
drawers have full-extension,
steel ball-bearing slides;
F-, S-, and V-pull box
drawers have 3⁄4-extension
roller slides.

Adjustable glides.

Suspended Pedestals

Work Surface Support Pedestals

Freestanding Pedestals

Mobile Pedestals

12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, Quadrant pedestals are durable for long-term performance and value. As a statement
of our confidence in their quality, Quadrant pedestals are covered by the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward
promise that we stand behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and
includes labor on all warranty work.

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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TM
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sensible filing
Quadrant pedestals ensure a person’s files, documents, and small supplies are
secure and close at hand. By offering a range of high-quality, lower-priced, durable
choices, Quadrant pedestals are designed to suit the person, the space, and the
budget. In addition, all Quadrant pedestals work with Herman Miller systems and
freestanding furniture for coordinated good looks.

B-pull
Full-width, recessed pull;
plastic front

F-pull
Radiused, plastic recessed
pull; metal front

Q-pull
Applied arc, plastic pull;
metal or veneer front

Q-pull
Applied arc, metal pull;
metal or veneer front

S-pull
Square, plastic recessed
pull; metal front

V-pull
Full-width, recessed pull;
metal front

multiple possibilities
Whether in individual workstations, team spaces, or
private offices, pedestals keep frequently used items
easily accessible. Quadrant pedestals come in freestanding, mobile, suspended, and work surface support
models, with several possible drawer configurations.

flexible drawers
File drawers hold lettersized hanging files front to
back. Converter bars are
included with B-, F-, and
Q-pull pedestals so drawers
can file letter, legal, and
A4-size material side to
side. Box drawers accommodate an adjustable
drawer divider.

versatile aesthetics
V- and F-pull Quadrant pedestals are available in 12 finishes; B- and
S-pulls in 10 finishes. ADA-compliant Q-pulls are offered in 10 finishes,
plus 11 high-performance veneers. The 6 pull styles, along with a smooth
steel finish and recessed base design, let Quadrant pedestals complement
their surroundings.

sturdy and durable
Cabinets, drawer bodies, drawer fronts, and inner frames are steel.
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